COFAR via COGR

- COGR and other stakeholders met with COFAR on 7/24/14
- Expect second set of COFAR FAQs in next two weeks
- Positive steps forward
- Webcast in September
- Letter on UG available at www.cogr.edu
Responses from COFAR

• Procurement – should issue a grace period for implementing this section. FDP/COGR to provide metrics on admin burden

• Terminal Leave Costs – issue a correction that allows these costs to be direct charged

• Incremental Funding – each agency will determine how UG will apply to new increment of funding
Subrecipients

• Electronic risk assessment questionnaire sent to 272 subrecipients

• Evaluate responses and determine risk levels by institution

• Determine additional Terms & Conditions per risk assessment

• Map subagreement data points to University systems